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NOW with new short stories added!Stories of the crazy, evil, and downright scary!"My favorite was

the very first story "Snowed." As I continued reading on and got to "The Last Rainbow" I felt like I

was reading The Butterfly Garden all over again. It was weird! I was thoroughly captured with the

writing style and nothing about these stories is predictable so you have no clue what's around the

corner." "Well that was on the darker side and boy, did I like stepping out of the light. " Goodreads

Review"Stephen King, move over and meet Logan Keys. Logan, Stephen, Stephen, Logan."

Bestelling Author D. Nichole King"My favorite story was, "The Last Rainbow," and truth be known, it

was almost responsible for my whole apartment complex burning down. I set a pot of water to boil

on the stove and got so enthralled by this story that I completely forgot about the water and burned

my pan up. (Thanks a lot, Ms. Keys, that was my favorite pan.)" Bestselling Author Christina

Rozelle"I might be sleeping with the light on for a few days ... Not because of the monsters that seek

us at after midnight, but because of the monsters that reside deep inside each and every one of us."

Author Lorraine Sears
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There wasn't any part of any of the stories that were memorable, original. They seemed long just for

fillers sake to have the conclusion fizzle. I wouldn't recommend it yet it is my opinion that it could've

been better.

Unhinged by Logan Keys is a collection of four short horror stories. From the moment I read about

this book and saw the cover, I had to read it! Now it's been updated with four more stories including

a 17 chapter peek of The Last City with a little surprise at the end. I enjoyed all the new

additions.My favorite story remains the very first titled "Snowed." As I continued reading on and got

to "The Last Rainbow" I felt like I was reading The Butterfly Garden all over again. It was weird! I

was thoroughly captured with the writing style and nothing about these stories is predictable so you

have no clue what's around the corner.I had a small issue with one of the stories, but hey, that's

what horror's all about and exactly what I asked for when I basically begged the author for this

book!If you're a horror fan, go grab this now.I'd like to thank the author for putting this back up for

grabs. This is my second read by Logan Keys, and I'm thirsting for more...4****

Logan's roots are showing!These are early horror stories, four of them in all, and they're full of good

eats, a little cosmetics, and, of course, meatloaf. Everything goes down better with meatloaf.I kinda

begged Logan to get this back out there, and I'm super glad I did, because, well... HORROR! Does

there really need to be an excuse?Just a warning to all you kiddies out there: this is for adults. You

better not be sneaking a peek here. If you do and you get caught, well, maybe you'll get a little visit

to "The Last Rainbow".Or who knows? You might find yourself sitting around a nice lady's table in

"Violent Delights". Maybe that wouldn't be so bad. The meatloaf IS really good. And NO, it's NOT

made of the same stuff as what we had to eat in Snowed. Whatever gave you that idea? Sheesh.

Young people these days.I think it's time that early works get another day in the sun, don't you?

Damn, I love horror. :) It makes me feel so naughty. :)

Unhinged is a chilling collection of short stories that gave me a taste and left me wanting more.

Although I enjoyed all of them, my personal favorite is The Last Rainbow. I hope the author

considers turning this into a full length novel because it is one of the better horror thrillers, even in

short form, that I've read in quite some time.Logan has the turn of phrase that makes me turn back

and re-read it. Horror layered, but stripped bare and it put me right into the shoes of those suffering

(or killing).I've just seen the next book is out. I'll be grabbing it.



In reading the description of the book, I actually ended up reading another book by this author that

was mentioned and it was great, but upon returning to this one....im a bit disappointed. The plots to

the short stories could been amazing but they ended so quickly. Obviously being short stories

means short but these were uber short. The only one that ended with any flourish was snowed.

Other than that, the rest seemed like ideas that were half started and never finished. If like to se a re

write with some more meat and potatoes in the stories. This is of course just my opinion. The writing

itself was well done. No mistakes or cheesy one liners but I just didn't enjoy the shortness of the

stories. I feel like it should have been called unfinished instead of unhinged.

Not what I normally read, but I loved it! If you like Tales from the Dark side, you will enjoy this book.

This was a nice break from my usual genre; sometimes you just need a taste of something new ;)

The story The Last Rainbow was terrific. Most of the stories were really creepy, but that one sticks

out. I really enjoyed the whole book.

While not the best of horror stories; they were still OK. Well written. Going to get the second book of

short stories.
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